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Abstract
The objective of this study is to analyse the game-related statistics that differentiate winning and losing teams,
according to the finale game scores in a men’s university basketball league. Samples were gathered from the
archival data of the 2019–2020 regular season of the league. Sixteen game-related statistics were analysed:
two- and three-point field-goals (both successful and unsuccessful), free-throws (both successful and unsuccessful), defensive and offensive rebounds, assists, steals, turnover, blocks, second-chance points, fast break
points, fouls committed and received. The data were clustered into different game types based on the final
outcome point differences: all games, balanced games (11 points and below) and unbalanced games (12 points
and above). Discriminant function analysis was conducted to identify the performance indicators that classify
winning and losing games. The results revealed that winning and losing in balanced games were discriminated
by successful two-point field goals, unsuccessful two-point field goals, unsuccessful three-point field goals,
successful free-throws, assists, steals, blocks, second-chance points, fast-break points, fouls committed, and
fouls received. For unbalanced games, winning and losing were distinguished by successful two-point field
goals, successful three-point field goals, successful free-throws, unsuccessful free-throws, defensive rebounds,
blocks, fast-break points, and fouls received. In conclusion, offensive and defensive indices are critical to winning and losing in university-level basketball.
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Introduction

Notational analysis is the process of recording, treatment,
and diagnostics of events taking place in a competition (Drust,
2010). In basketball, notational analysis plays an essential role
in formulating strategies and optimizing training load (Sampaio et al., 2004; Lorenzo et al., 2010; Sampaio et al., 2015).

Also, basketball-related statistics help improve the efficiency
of players during the season (Sampaio et al., 2015) and predict
final team rankings (Ziv et al., 2010).
Indeed, basketball-related statistics provide useful information in winning and losing games. Ibáñez et al. (2008)
demonstrated that field goal attempts and defensive rebounds
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contribute to winning a game in men’s basketball. Similarly,
Gómez et al. (2008) found that defensive rebounds determined success in balanced and unbalanced games in men’s
basketball. In another study, Ibáñez et al. (2008) found that
two-point field goal attempts and defensive rebounds differentiated winning and losing in balanced games while only successful two-point field goals significantly affected the result in
unbalanced games. Csátaljay et al. (2009) revealed that threepoint performance, free throws, and defensive rebounding
were decisive in winning and losing.
Recent trends in basketball notational analysis include fast
breaks and second-chance points. Evangelos et al. (2005) suggested that the fast break is an important factor in winning
games. It presents a higher scoring opportunity by delaying
defensive set-up. In contrast, second-chance points reflect
success in scoring after an offensive rebound. Conte and Lukonaitiene (2018) noted that winning teams have a higher
number of second-chance points compared to the losing team
during unbalanced games. Both fast break and second-chance
points increase field goal attempts, leading to higher chances
of scoring (Sampaio & Janeira, 2003).
In the university basketball settings in the Philippines,
there seems to be a paucity in the literature that distinguish
factors that affect the outcome of a basketball game. Such
information will allow better interpretation of the game and
logically increase the applicability to improve training plans
(Sampaio & Janeira, 2003; Gómez et al., 2008). Furthermore,
basketball game-related statistics can aid in the long-term development of university basketball programmes. Therefore,
this study aims to analyse the game-related statistics that differentiate winning and losing teams in a university basketball
league in the Philippines.

Methods

This study covered fifty-six regular-season games from the
2019-2020 university basketball league in the Philippines. The
following game-related statistics were used: two-point field
goals (successful and unsuccessful), three-point field goals
(successful and unsuccessful), free throws (successful and unsuccessful), defensive rebounds, offensive rebounds, assists,
steals, turnovers, second-chance points, fast-break points,
fouls (committed and received), blocks, recovered ball possessions, and ball possessions.
The collected game statistics were normalized to ball possessions (BP) multiplied by 100. Ball possession was calculated
as BP = (field-goals attempted) – (offensive rebounds) + (turnovers) – 0.4 × (free-throws attempted) (Oliver, 2004).
To control for the effects of the situational variables, the
game types were obtained using k-cluster analysis, allowing
a cut-off value of point differences in the outcome of a given game. The cluster analysis classified 67.0% (n = 75) of the
games with final score differences of 12 points and above (unbalanced games), while 33.0% (n = 37) of the games have score
differences of 11 points and below (balanced games).
An independent samples T-test was conducted to differentiate game-related statistics between winning and losing
teams. A discriminant function analysis was conducted to
identify the separators in winning (Group 1) and losing teams
(Group 2). A structural coefficient (SC) of above 0.30 was
used as the criteria for differentiating variables in winning and
losing (Gómez et al., 2008). The discriminant score (D) was
derived from the unstandardized discriminant function coef-
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ficients (β) to predict the game outcome computed as D = β0
+ β1 × V1 + … β15 × V15, where β0 is the constant value,
β1–β15 are the unstandardized coefficients for each variable,
V1–V15 are the values of game-related statistics (Gómez et al.,
2014). The group prediction was made from the cutting scores
of the centroids, calculated as: cutting score = (mean centroid
1 + mean centroid 2) / 2. Values with D > cutting point will be
in Group 1. D values < cutting point will be assigned to Group
2. Statistical analyses were carried out using the commercial
statistical package (IBM SPSS ver 25, Armonk, NY) with alpha
set at 0.05 level.

Results

All Games

The result showed that both successful and unsuccessful
two-point field goals were significantly different in winning
and losing games at t(110) = 3.13, p = 0.00 and t(110) = -2.70,
p = 0.00, respectively. Successful three-point field goals were
also statistically significant at t(110) = 3.83, p = 0.00. Another
parameter that showed significant difference were defensive
rebounds at t(110) = 3.91, p = 0.00. Assists were also statistically significant between winning and losing games at t(110) =
6.56, p = 0.00. Blocks were statistically different between winning and losing teams at t(110) = 4.80, p = 0.00. There was also
a significant difference between winning and losing teams for
second chance points at t(110) = 4.16, p = 0.00.
Balanced Games

There was a significant difference in successful three-point
field-goals between winning and losing games, t(35) = 2.25,
p = 0.03. Assists were significantly different in winning and
losing games at t(35) = 3.48, p = 0.00. A significant difference
in blocks also existed between winning and losing games, t(35)
= 3.30, p = 0.00.
Unbalanced Games

There was a significant difference in successful two-point
field goals between and losing games, t(73) = 3.92, p = 0.00
and in unsuccessful two-point field goals, t(73) = -2.99, p =
0.00. Successful three-point field goals showed a significant
difference at t(73) = 3.11, p = 0.00. A significant difference is
also found in defensive rebound at t (73) = 2.940, p = 0.004. A
significant difference in assists also existed between winning
and losing games at t(73) = 5.09, p = 0.00. Blocks showed significant difference between winning and losing games at t(73)
= 2.88, p = 0.00. Lastly, fast break points were also statistically
significant in winning and losing games, t(73) = 3.61, p = 0.00.
Discriminant Analysis for All Games

The discriminant analysis cross-validation percentage in
winning and losing in all games was 88.4%. The most powerful
discriminators in winning and losing in men’s university basketball were the successful two-point field-goals (SC = 0.32),
successful three-point field goals (SC = 0.57), unsuccessful
three-point field-goals, successful free-throws (SC = -0.47),
defensive rebounds (SC = 0.62), assists (SC = 0.31), steals (SC
= 0.33), and blocks (SC = 0.43). The cutting score for all games
is 0.00, and D = -6.80 + 0.05 × successful two-point field goals
× – 0.02 × unsuccessful two-point field goals + 0.13×successful
three-point field goals – 0.04×unsuccessful three-point field
goals - 0.04 × successful free-throws - 0.04 × unsuccessful
free-throws + 0.07 × defensive rebounds + 0.02 × offensive
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Table 1. Differences in basketball-related statistics
All Games (n = 112)
Winners
Losers

Balanced (n = 37)
Winners
Losers

Unbalanced (n = 75)
Winners
Losers

Successful 2-point field goals*ǂ

32.4 ± 6.60

28.5 ± 6.40

33.4 ± 7.94

35.0 ± 4.82

31.5 ± 5.36

26.5 ± 5.48

Unsuccessful 2-point field goalsǂ

36.9 ± 9.68

41.5 ± 8.46

40.2 ± 9.95

46.0 ± 8.25

34.2 ± 8.74

40.1 ± 8.10

Successful 3-point field goals*#ǂ

13.2 ± 5.01

9.90 ± 3.91

13.4 ± 6.56

9.03 ± 3.32

12.9 ± 3.54

10.1 ± 4.07

Unsuccessful 3-point field goals

29.4 ± 9.33

28.9 ± 8.74

33.9 ± 9.59

34.8 ± 8.97

25.9 ± 7.57

27.2 ± 7.95

Successful free-throws

16.6 ± 12.2

16.1 ± 9.56

28.8 ± 11.6

27.3 ± 8.36

11.5 ± 5.76

8.09 ± 4.23

Unsuccessful free-throws

10.5 ± 6.06

9.30 ± 5.15

13.4 ± 6.83

13.1 ± 4.86

8.09 ± 4.23

8.12 ± 4.69

Defensive rebounds*ǂ

50.7 ± 9.18

44.5 ± 8.81

55.1 ± 8.63

50.6 ± 9.69

47.9 ± 8.45

42.4 ± 7.6

Offensive rebounds

24.7 ± 8.18

23.6 ± 8.48

31.0 ± 7.00

31.5 ± 9.40

20.0 ± 5.30

21.2 ± 6.29

Assists*#ǂ

27.5 ± 6.87

18.9 ± 5.20

28.4 ± 7.78

19.8 ± 5.83

25.1 ± 5.82

18.7 ± 5.04

Steals

8.20 ± 4.11

7.80 ± 3.87

9.48 ± 5.27

8.51 ± 4.17

8.23 ± 2.93

7.54 ± 3.80

Turnovers

24.0 ± 8.04

24.9 ± 6.38

26.8 ± 9.61

22.8 ± 7.15

23.1 ± 6.34

25.5 ± 6.07

Blocks*#ǂ

7.10 ± 3.90

4.45 ± 2.66

8.99 ± 3.62

5.26 ± 2.48

6.36 ± 3.76

4.21 ± 2.69

2nd chance points*

26.4 ± 11.5

20.1 ± 8.39

32.2 ± 11.5

27.5 ± 7.65

19.9 ± 8.32

17.8 ± 7.29

Fast break pointsǂ

18.2 ± 6.87

13.1 ± 6.37

20.2 ± 6.71

17.5 ± 7.27

16.8 ± 6.70

11.7 ± 5.47

Fouls committed

25.5 ± 7.20

28.4 ± 7.26

28.9 ± 8.75

31.1 ± 8.00

25.6 ± 5.48

27.5 ± 6.90

Fouls received

28.2 ± 10.79

27.0 ±8.92

38.2 ± 10.0

36.7 ± 6.36

23.6 ± 6.12

24.1 ± 7.42

Recovered Ball Possession

15.7 ± 5.72

12.2 ± 4.75

15.5 ± 5.06

13.2 ± 4.95

18.0 ± 6.26

10.9 ± 4.23

Ball Possession

65.6 ± 7.73

66.3 ± 7.12

64.3 ± 8.55

67.3 ± 7.27

65.5 ± 6.67

65.0 ± 6.86

Note: *significant in all games at p < 0.05; #significant in balanced games at p < 0.05; ǂsignificant in unbalanced games at p < 0.05.

rebounds + 0.05 × assists + 0.08×steals + 0.13×blocks + 0.00 ×
second-chance points + 0.04 × fast-break points - 0.02 × fouls
committed + 0.01 × fouls received.

Discriminant Analysis for Balanced Games

There was a 86.5% cross-validation percentage in winning
and losing in balanced games. Powerful discriminators in win-

Table 2. Discriminant analysis structure coefficients for game-related statistics of winning and losing games
Game-related statistics

All Games

Balanced

Unbalanced

Successful 2-point field goalsabc

0.32

-0.50

0.63

Unsuccessful 2-point field goals

-0.17

-0.30

-0.09

Successful 3-point field goalsac

0.57

0.05

0.59

Unsuccessful 3-point field goals

b

-0.38

-0.52

-0.27

Successful free-throwsabc

-0.47

0.38

-0.67

Unsuccessful free-throwsc

-0.20

0.19

-0.42

Defensive reboundsac

0.62

0.18

0.61

Offensive rebounds

0.15

-0.14

0.06

Assistsab

0.31

0.91

0.21

Stealsab

0.33

0.65

0.24

Blocksabc

0.43

0.84

0.36

ab

2 chance points

b

0.03

0.64

-0.06

Fast break pointsbc

0.24

-0.30

0.31

Fouls committed

-0.11

0.30

-0.17

Fouls receivedbc

0.11

-1.11

0.45

Eigenvalue

1.14

1.66

1.50

Wilks Lambda

0.47

0.38

0.40

Canonical Correlation

0.73

0.79

0.77

Chi-square

77.9

26.9

60.0

nd

b

DF

15

15

15

P

0.00

0.03

0.00

Reclassification %

88.4

86.5

93.3

Note: aStructure coefficient discriminant values ≥ 0.30 in all games; bStructure coefficient discriminant values ≥ 0.30 in balanced games;
c
Structure coefficient discriminant values ≥ 0.30 in unbalanced games.
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ning and losing in balance games were successful two-point
field goals (SC = -0.50), unsuccessful two-point field goals
(SC = -0.30), unsuccessful three-point field goals (SC = -0.52),
successful free-throws (SC = 0.38), assists (SC = 0.91), steals
(SC = 0.65), blocks (SC = 0.84), second-chance points (SC =
0.64), fast-break points (SC = -0.30), fouls committed (SC =
0.30), and fouls received (SC = -1.11). The cutting score for
balanced games is -0.39, and D = -0.21 – 0.07×successful twopoint field goals × – 0.03×unsuccessful two-point field goals +
0.01 × successful three-point field goals – 0.06 × unsuccessful
three-point field goals + 0.04 × successful free-throws + 0.03
× unsuccessful free-throws + 0.02 × defensive rebounds - 0.02
× offensive rebounds + 0.13 × assists + 0.13 × steals + 0.26
× blocks + 0.06 × second-chance points - 0.04 × fast-break
points + 0.04 × fouls committed - 0.12 × fouls received.
Discriminant Analysis for Unbalanced Games

For unbalanced games, there was a 93.3% cross-validation
percentage in winning and losing games. Powerful discriminators include successful two-point field goals (SC = 0.63), successful three-point field goals (SC = 0.59), successful free-throws
(SC= -0.67), unsuccessful free-throws (SC= -0.42), defensive rebounds (SC = 0.61), blocks (SC = 0.36), fast-break points (SC
= 0.31) and fouls received (SC = 0.45). The cutting score for
balanced games is 0.179, and D = -8.72 + 0.12 × successful twopoint field goals × – 0.10×unsuccessful two-point field goals +
0.15 × successful three-point field goals – 0.04 × unsuccessful
three-point field goals - 0.10 × successful free-throws - 0.09×unsuccessful free-throws + 0.08 × defensive rebounds - 0.01 × offensive rebounds + 0.04 × assists + 0.07 × steals + 0.11 × blocks
- 0.01 × second chance points + 0.05 × fast-break points - 0.03 ×
fouls committed + 0.07 × fouls received.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to identify the factors that
differentiate winning and losing teams in a university basketball league in the Philippines. In the present study, successful
two-point field goals, successful free throws and blocks were
the most powerful variables in differentiating between winning and losing teams in all three analyses: all games, balanced
games, and unbalanced games. Field goal shooting is the most
fundamental skill of the game as it shows the offensive quality
of the winning team (Sampaio et al., 2006). Additionally, successful field-goal shooting reflects an efficient offensive system
that contributes to the higher possibility of winning the game.
Successful free throws are also a crucial performance indicator as they contribute to achieving a higher number of scored
points (Csátaljay et al., 2009). The development of fundamental sequences in field-goal and free-throw shooting, with progression to game-like conditions lead to shooting efficiency,
thereby providing a better opportunity for positive game outcome. Blocks, in contrast, prevent the opponent from scoring
(Ibáñez et al., 2008). Blocking entails timing and anticipation
that add to a good team defensive system.
In balanced games, winning and losing games were differentiated by successful two-point field goals, unsuccessful twopoint field goals, unsuccessful tree-point field goals, successful
free-throws, assists, second-chance points, fast-break points,
steals, blocks, and fouls committed, Winning teams demonstrated better field goal efficiency through higher successful
two-point field goals and free throws while exhibiting lower
unsuccessful two-point and three-point field goals. Winning
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teams also posted more assists made than losing teams did in
balanced games. Assists indicate teamwork and better selection
of moment to pass the ball (Sampaio et al., 2004; Garcia et al.,
2013). The selection of field goal opportunities results in higher field goal percentages (Sampaio & Janeira, 2003). Winning
teams executed more fast-break occurrences. This finding coincides with the results presented by Conte et al. (2017), which
showed that more fast breaks increased winning percentage in
both elite and sub-elite basketball teams. The fast break is an
important element in the offensive basketball system because it
reduces the transition time from defence to offence (Krause et
al., 2008). Some coaches prefer fast breaks as the first option in
any offensive attack due to the advantages it creates for the team
(Wootten & Wootten, 2012). Taking advantage of the open
court with fast breaks shifts the momentum to the offensive
team with minimal or no defensive set-up in such situations.
Winning teams also presented more second-chance points
than losing teams did in balanced games. More scoring opportunities are made available with second-chance points (Ibáñez
et al., 2008). The second-chance points reflect the persistence
and creativity to score from spontaneous conditions. In this
study, winning teams received more fouls from the opponents.
This situation increases scoring momentum by allowing more
time for offensive set-up or scoring unguarded via free throws.
On parameters related to defence, winning teams displayed
more steals and blocks.
Additionally, winning teams committed fewer fouls. Steals,
blocks, and fewer fouls represent defensive effectiveness, reducing the scoring chances of opponents (Ibáñez et al., 2008).
Thus, winning teams in balanced games created more opportunities for scoring and were successful in executing the offensive moments. The offensive advantage in winning games was
accompanied by greater defensive abilities in steals, blocks,
and lower fouls.
In unbalanced games, winning and losing teams were
differentiated by successful two-point field goals, successful
three-point field goals, successful free-throws, unsuccessful
free-throws, fast breaks, fouls received, defensive rebounds,
and blocks. In this study, winning teams demonstrated better offensive execution from successful two-point field goals,
successful three-point field goals, successful free-throws, and
unsuccessful free-throws. Higher two-point field goals in
winning teams signify better shot selection, leading to an increased shooting percentage (Trninić et al., 2002).
Furthermore, higher success from the three-point area
reflects an additional offensive threat to the opponents. The
outcomes in two-point and three-point field goal success in
winning games in this study decrease the defensive ability of
the opposing team by creating a large area for defensive coverage. Successful free throws and unsuccessful free-throws
also differentiated winning and losing teams in unbalanced
games. Winning teams converted more free throws with minimal failure. The free throw allows an offensive player to shoot
in a stable position without a defender (Pakosz & Konieczny,
2016). Winning and losing during unbalanced games was also
differentiated by fast breaks. Winning teams displayed more
fast-break points than losing teams did. This situation exhibits
the ability of the winning team to score quickly from defensive to offensive transition (Trninić et al., 2002). Another variable that discriminated winning and losing is the total fouls
received. Winning teams received fewer fouls than the losing
teams did, which translates to fewer interruptions in the of-
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fensive rhythm of winning teams. In regard to defensive skills,
winning teams in unbalanced situations posted more defensive rebounds, blocks, and steals than losing teams did. Defensive rebounds indicate aggressive defence, which disrupts
offensive play (Sampaio & Janeira, 2003; Gomez et al., 2008).
Blocks and steals stop a team from creating moments for scoring (Trninić et al., 2000). Thus, winning in unbalanced games
is discriminated by offensive competence across scoring areas
(free throws, two-point field goals and three-point field goals).
Limitations of the current study are acknowledged. First,
a generalization of results should be avoided as the findings
are only applicable to the teams involved in the league, specific to the 2019-2020 season. Second, the 1st to 4th quarter
game-related statistics were analysed in this study. Inclusion
of variables in shorter periods (per quarter or halves) can help
determine trends in winning and losing in relation to phases
of the game. Lastly, only regular-season games were included
in this study. Future studies should include a comparison of
the regular-season and postseason games to help establish the
critical factors in higher competitive stages of the season.
This study highlighted the game-related statistics differentiating winning and losing in a men’s university basketball league in the Philippines. Winning and losing games in
balanced and unbalanced games are differentiated by offensive and defensive variables that are crucial for gaining an
advantage against the opponents. The findings of this study
can help coaches design and implement a basketball training
programme that develops appropriate offensive and defensive
skills essential to game success.
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